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Abstract
A class of infinitely divisible distributions on {0,1,2, . . .} is defined by requiring the (discrete)
Lévy function to be equal to the probability function except for a very simple factor. These dis-
tributions turn out to be special cases of the total offspring distributions in (sub)critical branching
processes and can also be interpreted as first passage times in certain random walks. There are con-
nections with Lambert’s W function and generalized negative binomial convolutions.
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1. Introduction, definitions and preliminary results
For infinitely divisible distributions on the half-line there is a simple explicit relation
between the probability measure and the corresponding canonical measure. We exploit
this relation to construct a class of infinitely divisible distributions on Z+, related to ran-
dom walks and branching processes, in the following manner. It is well known (see, e.g.,
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L. Bondesson, F. Steutel / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 295 (2004) 134–143 135[10, p. 36]) that a probability distribution (pn)∞0 on Z+ := {0,1,2, . . .} with p0 > 0 is
infinitely divisible if and only if the quantities rn, n ∈ Z+, uniquely defined by
(n + 1)pn+1 =
n∑
k=0
pkrn−k, n ∈ Z+, (1.1)
are all nonnegative; the sequence (rn) then necessarily satisfies
∑∞
0 rn/(n+1) < ∞. Con-
versely, every sequence (rn) satisfying this condition by (1.1) defines an inf div distribution
on Z+. Writing P and R for the (probability) generating functions, (p)gf’s, of (pn) and
(rn), (1.1) translates into
R(z) = (log(P(z)))′ = P ′(z)/P (z).
Now, the class of inf div distributions we want to consider is defined by (1.1) and the
following relation between (pn) and (rn)
rn = (n + c)pn, n ∈ Z+, (1.2)
where, for the time being, 0 < c < 1. The dependence on c of (pn) and its pgf P will be
expressed by writing pn(c) instead of pn and Pc instead of P if desirable. A well-known
special case with c = 1/2 is provided by the pgf P given by
P(z) = 1 −
√
1 − z
z
with pn =
(2n
n
)
(1/2)2n+1/(n + 1) and rn = (n + 1/2)pn, as is easily verified. This is the
distribution of (T −1)/2 with T the time it takes to reach the point 1 in a simple symmetric
random walk with start at the point 0.
Generally, taking gf’s in (1.2) and using the fact that R = P ′/P, we obtain the following
differential equation for P = Pc:
P ′(z) = cP 2(z) + zP (z)P ′(z). (1.3)
Clearly, there is only one solution of (1.3) with P(1) = 1. Now, multiplying both sides of
(1.3) by P 1/c−2/c, we obtain
1
1 − c
(
P 1/c−1(z)
)′ = (zP 1/c(z))′,
from which it follows, by using P(1) = 1, that P is a solution of
(1 − c)zP 1/c(z) − P 1/c−1(z) + c = 0.
We rewrite this in a form to be used later:
z = 1
1 − c
(
1
P(z)
− c
P 1/c(z)
)
; (1.4)
this is the equation we would like to solve for P(z). It is quite easily seen that for c = 1/2
we find P(z) = (1 − √1 − z )/z again. Before proceeding, we make a couple of remarks.
Remark 1. Slightly more general than (1.2), one may consider
r¯n = (αn + β)p¯n = α(n + c)p¯n, n ∈ Z+,
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with the solution (pn). The solution (p¯n) then takes the form p¯n = anpn/P (a), with a
such that aP(a) = α. Whereas the case α = 1 will turn out to be connected to a critical
branching process, the case α < 1 corresponds to a subcritical process. It is not possible
to have α > 1. It can be shown that, for α > 1,
∑
p¯n = ∞ or ∑ p¯n < 1. The last case is
connected to a supercritical process. We do not pursue this here; see however [10, Exam-
ple 11.16, p. 73].
Remark 2. It is also possible to consider (1.2) for numbers c > 1 (the case c = 1 will be
dealt with later). Replacing c by 1/c in (1.4) and denoting the solution of the resulting
equation by P1/c, it is easily seen that we must have P1/c = P 1/cc or
Pc(z) =
(
P1/c(z)
)c
. (1.5)
Note that the right-hand side is a well-defined pgf since P1/c is inf div. For c = 2, for
instance, we obtain:
P2(z) =
(
P1/2(z)
)2 =
(
1 − √1 − z
z
)2
= zP1/2(z) − 1
z
.
2. Connection with branching processes, 0 < c < 1
Consider a (sub)critical branching process starting with one individual at time zero and
offspring distribution with pgf Q and 0 < Q′(1) 1. The process gets extinct with prob-
ability one and has a finite number T , say, of total offspring (T may be zero). We use the
following result from Jagers [6, p. 39]; we give a short proof of the formula we need.
Lemma 2.1. Let T denote the total number of offspring in a branching process with off-
spring pgf Q as described above, and let PT be the pgf of T . Then PT is the smallest
positive solution to the following equation (in y)
y = Q(zy). (2.1)
Proof. Let y = E(zT ). Then by the independence of the offspring of different individuals,
we have
y =
∞∑
j=0
qjE
(
zT | X = j)=
∞∑
j=0
qj z
jyj = Q(zy). 
The idea is now to choose Q such that y = P(z) satisfies (1.4). As a first and very
simple example we put Q = 1/(2 − z), a geometric pgf with parameter p = 1/2. Solving
for y = P in (2.1) again yields P(z) = P1/2(z) = (1 −
√
1 − z )/z. Encouraged by this
result we did some numerical calculations and conjectured that Pc would be the solution
of (2.1) if we would take Q negative binomial as follows:
Qc(z) =
(
c
) c
1−c
, (2.2)1 − (1 − c)z
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z = 1
1 − c
(
1
y
− c
y1/c
)
,
which is exactly Eq. (1.4) with Pc = y. So we now have the following result.
Proposition 2.2. Let 0 < c < 1. The inf div pgf Pc of the distribution (pn) satisfying
(1.1) and (1.2) is precisely the pgf of the total offspring T in a branching process as in
Lemma 2.1 and with offspring pgf Qc given by (2.2).
We would now like to obtain explicit expressions for the distributions with pgf’s Pc
(the Pc themselves are mostly intractable). Fortunately, there is another result in branching
process theory giving the answer.
Lemma 2.3. The total offspring T in a branching process as in Lemma 2.1 and with off-
spring distribution (qn) has distribution given by
Pr(T = n) = 1
n + 1q
∗(n+1)
n , (2.3)
where (q∗kn ) denotes the k-fold convolution of (qn) with itself.
Remark. In Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3, the quantity T + 1 can be interpreted as the first-passage
time from 0 to 1 in a random walk having step-length Y satisfying Y d=1 − X, where
X has pgf Q. The random walk is now ‘skip-free’ to the right. For details, we refer to
[4, Section 5.3], see also [8, Sections 4.6 and 4.7].
We can now combine the results of Lemma 2.1: Pc = PTc and Lemma 2.3: see (2.3) to
obtain explicit expressions for the distributions (pn(c)) with pgf’s Pc.
Theorem 2.4. Let 0 < c < 1 and let (pn(c))∞0 denote the inf div distributions satisfying
(n + 1)pn+1 =∑nk=0 pkrn−k and rn = (n + c)pn. Then
pn(c) = cγ 1
n + 1
(
(n + 1)γ + n − 1
n
)
βn, (2.4)
where γ = c/(1 − c) and β = (1 − c)cγ .
Proof. Using Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 we have (c = γ /(1 + γ ))
pn(c) = 1
n + 1
{
coefficient of zn in
(
c
1 − (1 − c)z
)(n+1)γ}
= 1
n + 1c
(n+1)γ (−1)n(1 − c)n
(−(n + 1)γ
n
)
= cγ 1
(
(n + 1)γ + n − 1)
βn. 
n + 1 n
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pn(1/2) = 1
n + 1
(
2n
n
)
(1/2)2n+1
as before.
3. The cases c 1
The case c = 1 can be dealt with by letting c ↑ 1. Then Qc → Q1, where
Q1 = exp{z − 1}
(Poisson distribution with mean 1), and using Lemma 2.3 we obtain
pn(1) = 1
n + 1e
−(n+1) (n + 1)n
n! = e
−(n+1) (n + 1)n−1
n! . (3.1)
Had we started from Q(z) = eλ(z−1), with λ < 1, we would have obtained
pn(1) = e−λ(n+1)λn+1 (n + 1)
n−1
n! ,
the well-known Borel distribution which arrives in applications like queuing theory. See,
e.g., [7, Chapter 1, Section 5 and pp. 394–395]. Alternatively, taking c ↑ 1 in (1.4), we get
P1(z) = exp
{
zP1(z) − 1
}
, (3.2)
and we can recover (3.1) by use of Bürmann–Lagrange’s formula in series form; see, e.g.,
[4, p. 146] or [9, p. 125]. Formula (3.2) is very similar to the defining equation for Lam-
bert’s function W, viz.,
z = W(z)eW(z),
see [3]. From this it follows that P1(z) can be written as
P1(z) = −W(−z/e)/z.
For c > 1 we shall use (1.5) for obtaining explicit expressions for pn(c); see below. For
some special cases we have interpretations and we can then use Lemma 2.1 again together
with Lemma 2.3. Take
Q(z) =
(
1
c
+
(
1 − 1
c
)
z
) c
c−1
,
with c/(c − 1) integer, i.e., c = N/(N − 1), with N a positive integer. Then the offspring
distribution is Binomial (c/(c − 1), 1 − 1/c) with mean 1. We obtain from (2.3)
pn = 1
n + 1
{
coefficient of zn in
(
1
c
+
(
1 − 1
c
)
z
) (n+1)c
c−1 }
= 1
n + 1
( (n+1)c
c−1
n
)(
1 − 1
c
)n(1
c
) (n+1)c
c−1 −n
= cγ 1
(
(n + 1)γ + n − 1)
βn,
n + 1 n
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are now negative. It turns out that this is true for all c > 1, i.e., formula (2.4) is also the
formula for pn(c) when c > 1. We give this result as a formal statement.
Proposition 3.1. Let c > 0, c = 1. Then the solution pn(c) of the set of equations
(n + 1)pn+1 =
n∑
k=0
pkrn−k, rn = (n + c)pn, n ∈ Z+,
is given by the right-hand side of (2.4).
Proof. We must show that (2.4) not only holds for 0 < c < 1, but also for c > 1. To this
end we use (1.5) from which it follows that for c > 1
rn(c) = crn(1/c); (3.3)
this is a consequence of the fact that the sequence (rn) corresponding to Pc has generating
function c · R. From (3.3) and (1.2) we obtain
(n + c)pn(c) = rn(c) = crn(1/c) = (cn + 1)pn(1/c),
or
pn(c) = cn + 1
n + c pn(1/c), c > 1.
Now we have to do two things; first use (2.4) for pn(1/c) with 0 < 1/c < 1, and then (see
above) show that (cn+1)/(n+c)pn(1/c) is equal to pn(c) as in (2.4), but now with c > 1.
Consequently we have to prove the following identity for c > 1
cn + 1
n + c
(
1
c
) n+1
c−1(
1 − 1
c
)n(n+1
c−1 + n − 1
n
)
= c n+11−c c(1 − c)n
(n−1+2c
1−c
n
)
.
This can be done by writing out the binomial coefficients and carefully comparing the
expressions on both sides; they are indeed equal. We do not give the details. 
So far we do not have an interpretation for pn(c) with c > 1 and c/(c − 1) non-integer,
or for the relation Pc = Pc1/c. We add that for c/(c − 1) integer, the distributions we have
met are known as Consul’s distributions; see, e.g., [7, p. 98].
4. Complete monotonicity
In this section we shall prove the complete monotonicity of the sequences pn and rn.
Recall that a sequence cn, n ∈ Z+, is said to be completely monotone, if it is nonnegative
and has differences (of all orders) that alternate in sign. Equivalently, cn is completely
monotone, if it has a representation of the form
cn =
1∫
xn µ(dx), (4.1)0
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sentation of cn. For the generating function C of cn this representation takes the form
C(z) =
1∫
0
1
1 − zx µ(dx).
Considering the special cases c = 1/2 and c = 1, we find that rn(c), and hence also pn(c),
is completely monotone in n. For c = 1/2 we easily have the Hausdorff representation
pn(1/2) = 1
π
1∫
0
yn(1 − y)1/2y−1/2 dy, (4.2)
from which, by integration by parts,
rn(1/2) = (n + 1/2)pn(1/2) = 12π
1∫
0
yn+1y−1/2(1 − y)−1/2 dy.
For c = 1 it is known [5] that
pn(1) = 1
π(n + 1)
π∫
0
1
(h(θ))n+1
dθ, (4.3)
where
h(θ) = θ
sin(θ)
exp
{
1 − θ cot(θ)}
increases from 1 to ∞ on [0,π]. The complete monotonicity of rn(1) = (n + 1)pn(1)
trivially follows. We now prove the complete monotonicity of rn(c) for all c ∈ (0,1). In
order to do this we shall use a lemma, for which we need the following definition.
Let D ⊂ C be the region bounded by the curves w = ρ(θ)eiθ , 0  θ  cπ (in the
complex upper half-plane) and w = ρ(θ)e−iθ , 0 θ  cπ (in the lower half-plane), where
ρ(θ) =
(
c sin(θ/c)
sin(θ)
) c
1−c
.
It is easily verified that ρ(θ) is decreasing from 1 to 0 on (0, cπ). Both the curves start
at the point 1 and end at 0; the region is heart-shaped for c > 1/2. We now formulate our
lemma.
Lemma 4.1. The function g defined by
g(w) = 1
1 − c
(
1
w
− c
w1/c
)
= z
is regular analytic on D and maps this region onto S, the complex z-plane C cut along
(1,∞). If w ∈ D is in the upper half plane, so is its image z and vice versa. The (unique)
inverse function w = P(z) is regular analytic on S.
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g(w) = x and g(w) = y , we
easily have
x = h(θ) := 1
1 − c
(
cos(θ)
ρ
− c cos(θ/c)
ρ1/c
)
,
y = 1
1 − c
(
c sin(θ/c)
ρ1/c
− sin(θ)
ρ
)
. (4.4)
Obviously θ can be both positive and negative. Concentrating on the case θ > 0 we see
that y = 0 corresponds to ρ = ρ(θ), which decreases from 1 to 0 on (0, cπ). The real
part x = h(θ) can then be seen to increase from 1 to ∞ on (0, cπ). For z = x < 1, the
equation g(w) = x has exactly one real solution w ∈ (0,1) since g increases from −∞
to 1 on (0,1]. So the upper boundary curve of D is mapped on [1,∞) of the real axis in
the z-plane, and the interval (0,1) on the half-line (−∞,1). Clearly, y > 0 if θ > 0. For
θ < 0 the situation is mirrored. Since it is easily verified that g′ does not vanish inside D,
by a slight extension of Darboux’s theorem (cf. [1, p. 115]) it follows that g has a unique
inverse w = P(z), which is regular on S. 
Using Lemma 4.1 we now apply Cauchy’s integral formula to obtain expressions for
P(z) and R(z):
P(z) = 1
2πi
∫
C
P(x)
x − z dx and R(z) =
1
2πi
∫
C
R(x)
x − z dx,
where C is a contour in S surrounding 0. We transform C into a contour which basically is
the boundary of S: a very large circle around the origin, a small circle around the point 1,
and two lines just above and just below (1,∞). Since P(z) tends to zero as z → ∞ and
so does R(z) = cP (z)/(1 − zP (z)), and both P(z) and R(z) take on conjugate values for
conjugate z, we get
P(z) = 1
π
∞∫
1
(P (x))
x − z dx and R(z) =
1
π
∞∫
1
(R(x))
x − z dx,
where now x denotes a point on the upper side of the cut (1,∞). Substituting then x =
h(θ), 0 < θ < cπ, with h(θ) as above, we get, noticing that θ = arg(P (x)) and (R(x)) =
d
dx
(log(P (x)) = d
dx
arg(P (x)),
P (z) = 1
π
cπ∫
0
(P (h(θ)))
h(θ) − z h
′(θ) dθ = 1
π
cπ∫
0
k(θ)
h(θ) − z dθ,
where k(θ) = ρ(θ) sin(θ)h′(θ) > 0, since P(h(θ)) = w = ρ(θ) sin(θ) on the boundary.
Similarly,
R(z) = 1
π
cπ∫
dθ
h(θ) − z .
0
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pn(c) = 1
π
cπ∫
0
k(θ)
(h(θ))n+1
dθ and rn(c) = 1
π
cπ∫
0
1
(h(θ))n+1
dθ. (4.5)
Since h(θ)  1 it follows that both pn(c) and rn(c) are completely monotone. The com-
plete monotonicity of pn(c) also trivially follows from that of rn(c) as pn(c) = rn(c)/
(n + c). Recalling (3.3) and the fact that the product of two completely monotone func-
tions is completely monotone, we have thus obtained the following result.
Theorem 4.2. For 0 < c < 1 and hence for all c > 0, the probability distributions (pn(c))
have canonical sequences (rn(c)) that are completely monotone. Moreover, (pn(c)) is com-
pletely monotone for all c > 0.
Discrete inf div distributions with (rn) completely monotone are called generalized neg-
ative binomial convolutions (GNBC’s) in [2, Chapter 8]. They are obtained as limits of
finite convolutions of negative binomial convolutions. They are also characterized by hav-
ing (R(z)) > 0 for z > 0. So we have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3. The infinitely divisible distributions (pn(c)) are GNBC’s for all c > 0.
Remark 3. For c = 1/2, we have ρ(θ) = cos(θ) and h(θ) = 1/ cos2(θ), which leads to
(4.2). For c → 1, we have ρ(θ) → exp{θ cot(θ) − 1} and h(θ) → θsin(θ) exp{1 − θ cot(θ)},
and we recover (4.3).
Remark 4. Since (n + 1)pn(c) = rn(c) + (1 − c)pn(c), we get from the explicit formula
for pn(c) in Theorem 2.4 the curious representation
cγ
(
(n + 1)γ + n − 1
n
)
βn = 1
π
cπ∫
0
1 + (1 − c)k(θ)
(h(θ))n+1
dθ,
with γ = c/(1 − c), β = c(1 − c)γ , and k(θ), h(θ) as before. The formula seems to hold
also for real n 0.
5. Poisson-mixtures
We briefly look at another representation of the pn(c)’s. It is known that a GNBC also
is a Poisson-mixture, i.e.,
pn =
∞∫
0
λn
n! e
−λ F (dλ) with pgf P(z) =
∞∫
0
e−λ(1−z) F (dλ),
where F is the cdf of a probability distribution, which is a generalized gamma convolution
(GGC). The class of such distributions is studied in [2]; we do not give details here. The
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we see that φ(s) = 1/(1 + √s ) which means that F is the distribution function for XY 2,
where X is a positive stable random variable with index 1/2 and independent of Y , which
has an exponential distribution.
The case c = 1, cf. (3.2), is more involved. Obviously φ(s) = W((s − 1)/e)/(s − 1),
where W is the Lambert W function. Since pn(1) = e−n−1(n + 1)n−1/n!, we get
∞∫
0
λne1−λ F (dλ) = (n + 1)n+1 1
(n + 1)2 e
−n.
Replacing n by it in the right-hand side, one obtains the characteristic function
(1 + it)1+it 1
(1 + it)2 e
−it ,
which is recognized as the characteristic function of X − Y − 1 where X has an exponen-
tially tilted (by a factor ex) completely asymmetric stable distribution with index 1 (and
with most of its mass on (−∞,0)) and is independent of Y which has a Gamma(2,1) dis-
tribution. Thus F, exponentially tilted, corresponds to the variable eXe−Y e−1. One may
guess that representations in terms of stable distributions are possible also for other values
of c. We do not pursue this here.
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